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Girls Varsity Volleyball Takes Down
Region Rival Ballard

CAL Girls Cross Country Finish 2nd
at Rumble Through Jungle Meet

The CAL varsity girls finished their second meet of
CAL played in a hostile
the season in seventh place
environment Thursday
among 23 teams. The top
night in Ballard's
five finishers in the 5k
gym. CAL, who was
meet where freshman
runners up to Ballard
Brooke Greenwell (21:00)
last year in the District
32nd place, Junior Emma
Championship was hunWilkins (21:02), Senior
gry for a win! The girls
Kaitlyn Bader (21:15), and
came out fighting and
Freshman Megan Wearsch
went up 2 sets to 0. Ballard came back to win the next two
(22:35). 2 others who
sets so it came down to the 5th set. The girls showed their grit earned pointed include
and determination by pulling out the victory and defeating
Freshman Skylar Greenwell (23:49) and Senior Leah Moythem 25-20, 25-10, 24-26, 22-25, 15-6!
lan (24:08). (continued on next page)
(continued on next page)

A Busy Week for Centurion Men’s Soccer (page 6)
Girls’ Varsity Soccer Pounces on KCD Bearcats 5-0
Tuesday, September 7
was a beautiful evening for soccer, leading
the way for the CAL
Lady Centurions to
trounce on the KCD
Bearcats, 5-0.

CAL Field Hockey Defeats
South Oldham 4-1

The Centurions hosted the
South Oldham
Dragons on Sept
7th. It was a
beautiful night
The Centurions domifor field hockey
nated ball possession from the onset, creating numerous runs
under the lights
and shots against a hard-working Bearcats team. Less than 10 on Centurion
minutes into the game, senior attacking midfielder Lilly Anfield. The team came out fierce and controlled the game durdres dribbled the ball up the right wing, sent a perfect cross to
ing the first quarter of action. The Dragons with the first corforward Morgan Coffey, whose long, low shot bounced off
ner of the game. The CAL defense Karly Fetter stomped
the post to the feet of outside wing Addison Chandler, who
that play. No score.
then crossed the ball to freshman Hadley Snowden, who finally found the back of the net, putting CAL on the score(continued on pg. 5)
board, 1-0. (continued on pg. 3)
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Girls Varsity Runner's Up in Taylor County's Throwdown Tournament
CAL traveled to Campbellsville Friday night to take on Taylor County and South Oldham. The Lady Centurions battled hard to win 21-25, 25-15, 15-6! Then it was a 2 hour delay to start the South Oldham match. The
girls started out strong but lost the first set 23-25. The girls fought off fatigue and some athletic Dragons to
win the 2nd and 3rd set which finished just before midnight! The girls came back early the next morning to
defeat Wayne Co and Thomas Nelson in straight sets! This set up the Championship match with Central Hardin. CAL lost the first set 25-27. They rallied to come back and win the 2nd set 25-18. Unfortunately, Central Hardin took the momentum and won 15-13 in the 3rd set. These girls fought hard through 3 tough days,
playing over 18 sets!
CAL plays at Eastern at 6:30 on Thursday. Come support the Lady Centurions as they try to stay undefeated
in District play!

VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY (continued from front page)
The CAL varsity boys were depleted by the ACT tests and were unable to fill a full
team. The top four finishers in the 5K event were freshman, Samuel Herbig (17:46)
34th place, Junior Matthew Rosenbaum (19:38), Sophomore Josh Schroering (19:47),
and Junior Josh Jordan (20:04).
CAL fielded runners in the Boys JV 5K race. The top finishes were Junior Jackson
Korfhage (21:58), Freshman Luke Stephens (22:00), Junior John Sitlinger (22:36),
Levi Cary (23:49), and Junior Nathaniel Bryan (25:25).
Next week the team will compete hopefully with their full roster at the always competitive Trinity/Valkyrie Invitation at Tom Sawyer Park on Saturday September 18, 2021.

Can’t Make it to the Game?
Listen & watch LIVE broadcasts of all
CAL Varsity football games by Mike
Batuello & Draper Hall on
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During the half, the Centurions attempted more
than a dozen additional shots, most of which
were stopped by the skilled KCD goalkeeper. The CAL offense
had a tough time penetrating the KCD defense. KCS’s offense
really struggled, so they packed in the defense, resulting in a
very tough line to break through. It made for a very crowded
half-field game.
During the second half, CAL
experienced a little more success against the hard-working
KCD defensive line. Just moments after the second half
whistle, CAL was awarded a free kick and Andres popped it
straight into the net from about 35 yards, putting CAL up 20.
A little more than mid-way through the half, CAL passed the
ball around in front of the goal for a couple of minutes until
eventually sophomore Ashlyn Toby dropped the ball back
to Andres, who str uck a har d, low shot str aight thr ough
the hands of the keeper. CAL up 3-0.
During this half, CAL had even more shots on goal than they
did the first half, with Olivia Possidento, Morgan Coffey,
Addison Chandler, and Kaylin England all attempting
multiple shots. The majority were stopped by the KCD
keeper, who worked hard defending the goal.

With about 8 minutes left in the game, Chandler grabbed possession of the ball and dribbled it at least 20 yards, finishing it
off in the goal with a perfect shot. And with just a minute remaining in the game, Andres dribbled the ball and sent it right
through the keeper’s feet, finalizing the score at a 5-0 shut out
for the Lady Centurions.

Please come out to support the Girls Varsity Soccer team this week in TWO games!!
Mon., Sept 13, 7:30 p.m., Varsity vs. Shelby Co. @ CAL
Tues., Sept. 14, 7:30 p.m. vs. Ballard (JV @ 6) – DISTRICT GAME!

CLICK HERE TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE CENTURION ENEWS EACH WEEK
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Christian Academy Ladies Centurions vs Mercy Academy
Ladies Jaguars Resulted in a Draw
On this memorable and beautiful sunny Saturday September 11th 2021, the Lady Centurions
of Christian Academy met the Lady Jaguars of
Mercy Academy on the soccer field for a
match. The match began with much eagerness
from both team as they both made attempts to
take control of the ball to put their teams in a
scoring position. The Lady Centurions starting lineup consisted of Lillie Andres #10, Samantha Durston #3, Brianna Isa #16, Madison Raley #4, Jasmine Hubbard #14, Luna
Guarin #18, Taylor Touche #24, Olivia
Possidento #12, Ella Mast #20, Morgan
Coffey #22, Hadley Snowden #23 and Addison Chandler #11.
The Lady Centurions had brought their A
game tonight. They had improved on their
passing techniques and the offensive line had
increased their intensity. There was good
communication on the field which increased
the cohesiveness in the group. The defensive
line worked well together and kept the score
to a minimum. Goalie, Samantha Durston #3,
shut down Mercy Academy’s offensive line
and kept the score at zero. She worked hard
and it showed.
As the second, both teams found their second
wind and raised the intensity of the game. The
Lady Centurions had seven shots on goal connecting two of them for the score, Lillie Andres #10 and Olivia Possidento #12 br ought
the score 2-0 for Christian Academy. However, Mercy Academy didn’t fall behind scoring
twice as well with one of them being on a
penalty kick. At the end of the day, both
teams played hard and left it all on the field, keeping the score 2-2.

FOLLOW CAL ATHLETICS ON TWITTER @CENTURIONAD
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The CAL offense worked hard to
score. The Centurions were awarded a corner and Mia Schoenbeck
rocketed one in the goal to bring the
score 1-0.
The 2nd quarter of action saw the
Dragons with another corner. CAL
defense shut that down quickly. Mia
Schoenbeck with a great drive. Allie
Wheeler with a fantastic play to
score the Centurions second goal of
the game. Score 2-0. The Centurions awarded a corner - Megan
Mauzy with a strong insert to Mia
Schoenbeck for the score. Score 30.
In the 3rd quarter, CAL controlled
the tempo of the game. The CAL
defense with solid plays by Emma
Morgenson, Lauren Sloan, and Savannah Faulkner. Goalie Lydia
Estep was a beast;deflecking many
of the Dragons attempts to score on
the Centurions. Score 3-0.
The 4th quarter, the CAL offense
went into overdrive with many
shots on goal. Sophia Coombe with
a nice shot on goal. Addie Clem and
Avery Slucher both worked hard to
score for the Centurions. Ava Florence had great stops for Centurions.
The Dragons awarded a corner to
bring the score to 3-1. CAL answered back with an assist from
Megan Mauzy to Allie Wheeler for
the score. A great game for the Centurions. Go CAL!!
CAL 4-1 for the win.
Next up for the Centurions. Manual at CAL on 9/14 at 7:00PM.
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Boys Varsity Soccer 0-3-1 in Busy Week
8/31 @ Kentucky Country Day
On August 31 CAL boys varsity soccer traveled to #3 Kentucky Country Day. Playing in a pouring rain courtesy remnants of hurricane Ida, CAL went mostly defensive and held an aggressive KCD offense scoreless for
48 minutes, frustrating the homestanding Bearcats. KCD eventually broke through and ultimately pulled
away late for a 4-0 win.

9/7 vs. Collins
As the calendar flipped from an oppressive August heat to
September, lower temps and better weather followed. September 7, your varsity boys soccer program hosted Collins on
a near-perfect weather evening for soccer. Your Centurions
wore black armbands in support of teammate AJ Sheehy in
remembering AJ’s father who we lost on August 25.
An active CAL
midfield lead by Jack Barrickman, Caden Hauser, and Nate
Lesperance stepped in front of seemingly every Titans pass attempt to disrupt the visitors’ attack. A CAL defensive line lead
by Jeremy Hays calmly turned away any potential Titans attack
to keep the visitors at bay and caught the Collins offense offside six times in the first half alone.
CAL controlled most of the first half possession with crisp passing and quality
runs down the flanks. The homestanding Centurions created chances but were
unable to finish.
A well-contested defensive struggle stood 0 – 0 at the break.
Collins turned up the pressure coming out of the half and asked questions over
and over of the CAL defense through the first fifteen minutes of the second
half. A Titans free kick over the top of the Centurions defense looked promising until CAL goalkeeper Caleb Rountree emerged through the crowd to collect
the ball and end the attempt.
A seesaw affair saw CAL withstand the early pressure from Collins and begin
to gain traction in the later minutes of the contest and ask questions of their
own of the visiting defenders.
Successive possessions from CAL saw Dylan Cornett and Caden Hauser each
force the Collins keeper to make desperation fingertip saves in the 60th minute.
(continued on next page)
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A Collins counter attack fast break in the 65th minute found Collins forward winning a foot
race and a questionable offside no-call to get behind the defense. A crossover step by the Titans striker forced CAL goalkeeper Caleb Rountree off balance and unable to reverse direction
in time for the save.
Just three minutes later, a throw-in deep in CAL territory from Cam Vogt found Jack Barrickman who turned
and slipped by a pair of Collins attackers before connecting with Caden Hauser on the right flank. Hauser’s 12 overlapping run with AJ Sheehy found Hauser in space to extend the attack. Caden Hauser set loose a rocket thru ball to find a streaking Dylan Cornett behind the Collins defense. The Collins goalkeeper’s challenge
saved Cornett’s shot wide. Cornett was first to the rebound, provided a clever turn that nearly took a Titans
defender out of his own cleats and curled a follow up shot around the recovering Collins goalkeeper to the far
post to bring the contest level at 1 – 1. Including the throw, the possession encompassed five players connecting on six passes.
Late possessions by both teams fizzled and the match ended in a 1 – 1 draw.
9/9 @ Eastern
Up next for CAL was a trip just down the street at
Eastern High School.
In a match that went 90 minutes plus penalties and provided defensive highlight after defensive highlight,
nothing came easy for either team.
The visiting Centurions’ best chance of the first half
came in the 8th minute courtesy of a long free kick
from Jack Barrickman over the top of the Eastern defense to Dylan Cornett. In their first of several free
kick connections on the evening, Cornett’s one-touch finish flashed just wide.
Conversely, each potential chance from Eastern
seemed to find the head, chest, or feet of a Centurion
defender. A stout CAL defensive wall lead by a
monster individual performance from JP Schroering
turned away Eastern time and time again and had the
homestanding Eagles frustrated from the opening
whistle.
A scoreless first half with few real attacks was followed by a second half with much of the same. Both defenses were up to the task of breaking down attacks and intercepting passes to overshadow their offensive
teammates and dominate the storylines of the match.
Barrickman to Cornett free kick #2 came up just short at the buzzer to end regulation at 0 – 0.
In the first 5-minute golden goal period, Barrickman to Cornett
free kick #3 again comes up just short at the buzzer.
In the second 5-minute golden goal period, both teams squandered quality chances to put the game away. CAL goalkeeper
Caleb Rountree provided highlight reel saves in each of the five
minutes of the period, while a 3rd minute shot from Dylan Cornett skipped inches wide. (continued on next page)
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Scoreless after 80 minutes of regulation and 10 minutes of golden goal periods, the match would be decided by penalties.
First up for the Centurions, Dylan Cornett’s opening shot was saved by the Eastern goalkeeper.
Caleb Rountree stepped between the posts and saved Eastern’s opening shot.
Caden Hauser’s shot was saved by the Eastern goalkeeper.
Eastern’s second shot taker snuck one under Rountree to put Eastern ahead.
Jack Barrickman faced a score-or-go-home PK and put his shot home to extend the match.
Eastern’s third shot from the spot sailed wide.
Up fourth for CAL, Nate Lesperance’s shot beat the Eastern goalkeeper, however, the shot hit inside the post
and ricocheted out without crossing the line
Eastern’s fourth shot connected and put CAL once again in a score-or-go-home position.
Asa Loos stepped to the spot for CAL and put a quality shot on frame, however, Eastern’s goalkeeper was
able to get just enough of a touch on the ball to make the save and preserve the victory for Eastern.
9/11 @ Thomas Nelson (2A sectional final)
CAL’s third game in five days came on September 11 against Thomas
Nelson in Bardstown to decide the 2A sectional finals.

With much fresher legs and a bench that seemed to have endless subs,
Thomas Nelson aggressively pressed the attack from the opening whistle
and put away three goals in the opening ten minutes to establish control
early.
A quality run by Caden Hauser through multiple
Generals defenders in the 11th minute ended with a
shot just wide.
On a day where CAL struggled to maintain possession and connect passes, the Generals
seemed to be one step ahead. Open passing lanes are quickly closed down. Pass attempts felt one step too late or one step too far for the intended target.
Asa Loos and Caden Hauser provided a spark in the 25th minute with an overlapping 12 down the right sideline. A leading pass from Loos put Hauser behind the Thomas
Nelson defense racing along the end line. Hauser’s service ball to Dylan Cornett in the
box was clean but deflected wide.
Thomas Nelson added another goal and took a 4 – 0 lead into the break.
A collision and injury forced CAL goalkeeper Caleb Rountree from the contest in the 42nd minute. JP Schroering stepped between the posts for CAL for the remainder of the contest and put in quality work in Roundtree’s place.
A 47th minute fast break counter attack from the Generals found Schroering facing a two-on-one. Schroering
came off his line and challenged the Generals and forced an initial shot wide, however, the deflection found a
Generals attacker who finished the chance for a 5 – 0 Thomas Nelson lead. (continued on next page)
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A long ball from Jack Barrickman to Dylan Cornett just
two minutes later was settled by Cornett whose quick
touch and shot beat two Thomas Nelson defenders and
goalkeeper to put CAL on the board.
Two nearly identical CAL corner kicks provided quality chances. In the
68th minute, a well placed corner kick from Nate Lesperance found Cam
Vogt leaping over the Thomas Nelson defenders, however, Vogt’s header carried just over the crossbar. Another Nate Lesperance corner kick
in the 70th minute found Caden Hauser, whose header also sailed just
over the crossbar.
Thomas Nelson handled several late pushes from the visiting Centurions
to defeat CAL 5 – 1.
Season record: 6-4-1
Upcoming schedule: home vs. Fairdale 9/13 6:00 PM
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Boys JV Soccer Finally Opens Its Season

After approximately 64 hours of training over 32
training sessions, three game cancellations, and two games being
removed from an already condensed schedule, your CAL JV boys
soccer team finally saw someone on the field not named CAL varsity.
With half of their season gone before playing a single minute, CAL
JV soccer traveled the short distance next door to Eastern High
School to open their fall campaign against the Eastern Eagles JV
with 8 games already played.

Your JV Centurions created a quality chance in the opening minutes of the match with a
long ball down the left flank from Jack Keith to Sid Crowe. Crowe took his defender
deep and got behind him for a long cross looking for Nick Bischoff, however, Eastern’s
goalkeeper was able to step in front of Bischoff for the save.
Additional early opportunities from Crowe, Bryson Hauser, Bischoff, and Cole Janes put
the Eagles on the defensive early.
As Eastern recovered from the early Centurions attack and settled into the match, the Eagles were able to put together several opportunities of their own. An active JV backline
lead by Jack Keith swarmed to the ball and prevented Eastern from clean looks at the net.
CAL goalkeeper Jason Coleman was up to the challenge in the first half and calmly dealt
with thru balls behind his defense and Eastern’s few shots on goal.
The Centurions withstood a late flurry of attacks from the Eagles late in the
first half to head to the break scoreless. A quality first half from CAL in their
first game action on the season.
Mid way through the second half, a costly CAL error allowed Eastern to get on
the scoreboard following a miscommunication and CAL hesitation to put the
ball in play.
With 11 subs at their disposal, Eastern rotated fresh legs early and often. The
homestanding Eagles applied pressure and wore down the visiting Centurions.
Eastern handled second half CAL possessions and put the
game away with late goals in the 52nd and 56th minutes.
All in all, a positive first outing for a CAL JV squad playing
their first match with some playing their first minutes in a
CAL uniform. Plenty of positives and plenty of opportunities to improve.
Season record: 0-1-0
Upcoming schedule: 9/21 vs. Highlands Latin
& 9/23 @ Sayre

CLICK HERE TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE CENTURION ENEWS EACH WEEK
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Tuesday, September 7, 2021
CAL 0 Bethlehem 2
Set 1: CAL 15
Set 2: CAL 11

Bethlehem 21
Bethlehem 21

Thursday, September 9,2021
CAL0 Ballard 2
Set 1: CAL 17 Ballard 21
Set 2: CAL 12 Ballard 21

FOLLOW CAL ATHLETICS ON TWITTER @CENTURIONAD
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It was a busy week for the 7th & 8th grade Field Hockey team as
the Lady Centurions were back in action for league play on
Tuesday and Thursday night. Entering the week with a record
of 2-1, the Centurions squared off against the 7th & 8th grade Louisville Collegiate teams in back to back games.
Tuesday night action the Centurions playing on home turf at Centurion Field
South came strong with an unrelenting offensive attack. Early in the first quarter CAL dominated controlled of the midfield and offensive push into Collegiate territory led by McKenna Lacy. The strong offensive push by Olivia Hill,
Alessia Hall, Emma McKinley and Sydney Burke led to multiple shots on goal
early in the first quarter. Late in the first, Olivia Hill drove in from the right
side into the circle with a strong shot that was blocked by Collegiate goalie, but into the reach of Team Captain McKenna Lacy for rebound shot in the back corner to get CAL on the board at the end of the first quarter
with a CAL 1-Collegiate 0 score.
In the second quarter, Louisville Collegiate made a number of adjustments on
both offense and defense. The Collegiate offense worked both sides of the field
as the desperately tried to move the ball across the midfield, but Defensive Back
Channing Hill was on the attack stopping Collegiate forwards all across the field,
and pressing back up into the offensive set. Both teams played very well in the
second quarter, and at the Half the score remained CAL 1- Collegiate 0.
Entering the 3rd quarter CAL continued the offensive attack and dominance and
missed slightly on a few shots on goal. The defensive leadership continued to
frustrate the Collegiate offensive attack with the heavy pressuring at the midfield,
and kept a shutout going into the 4th qtr.
In the 4th, with the score remaining CAL 1- Collegiate-0, the Lady Centurions
answered the bell to the urgency for another goal, and turned on the Offensive power with a heavy press inside
the circle. Team Captain McKenna took over in 4th pressing and pushing the offense inside the circle, and
early in the quarter driving to the inside right strokes a shot past Louisville Collegiate goalie to give CAL a 20 lead.
The defensive set of Channing Hill, Audrey Kuhn, Olivia Nelson, and Sami Owens were stifling all evening
with a non-stop press, and in the 4th shut down Collegiate once again. Late in the fourth CAL added another
insurance goal when Addison Collins dribbling in from the left inside of the circle connected a strong shot
sending it past the Collegiate goalie.
Led by Team Captain and goalie Cali Burrows, and solid play on both ends of the field CAL shutout Collegiate in the first of two against Collegiate CAL-3 Collegiate-0.
On Thursday the Lady Centurions were back in action squaring off for a second time in playing Louisville
Collegiate. Collegiate came out very fast, and we saw a much different squad than on Tuesday night. CAL
stormed out of the gate in the first quarter with another strong offensive push by McKenna Lacy, Alessia Hall,
Grace Willing, Emma McKinley, Addison Collins, and Sidney Burke. Once again CAL dominated the first
quarter with multiple shots on goal, but unfortunately failed to punch one in during the opening quarter.

FOLLOW CAL ATHLETICS ON TWITTER @CENTURIONAD
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CAL 8th Field Hockey finishes Runner-Up in 2021 Crimson Clash!
The CAL 8th grade roster of Sidney Burke, Molly
McGill, Tori Atilano, Addie Atilano, Audrey Kuhn, Olivia Nelson,
Audrianna Buchanan, Faith Major, Annabel Reker, Channing Hill, and
Cali Burrows took the field at Noe
Middle on Friday night looking to
advance in their pool.
In the first game of Friday night
action, CAL 8th played CAL 6th in
first round action. Both CAL sides
are extremely talented, and well
coached. Mid-way through the first half of the game the CAL 6th squad
struck first with a dominant offensive push up the field driving a ball
past goalie Cali Burrows for a CAL 6th lead. The CAL 8th did not back
down, defenders Olivia Nelson, and Audrey Kuhn held back the CAL 6th
attack, pushing the ball back into
the midfield when Channing Hill
drove late in the game hammering a
shot in the left corner to even things
up 1-1. Both defenses were strong
the rest of the way when time ran
out and the first game of the 2021
Crimson Clash ended with a tie
CAL 8th 1 and CAL 6th 1.
The nightcap CAL 8th matched up against Crosby Middle. CAL from
the start dominated the game, ringing up 6 goals by Addie Atilano, Faith
Major, Adrianna Buchanan, Channing Hill, Audrey Kuhn, and Sidney
Burke.
In early Saturday action CAL took on Meyzeek Middle and the Lady
Centurions continued their offensive dominance ringing up another 6
goals, by Addie Atilano (2), Channing Hill (2), Sidney Burke, and
Audrianna Buchanan. CAL takes back-to-back wins CAL 6 – Meyzeek 1.
Heading into the last game of Pool play, CAL 8th to on host Noe Middle
School. CAL once again behind a dominant offense, and also dominant
defense, shutout Noe 4-0 behind goals by Channing Hill, Addie Atilano
(2), and Sidney Burke. Audrey Kuhn, Olivia Nelson, and Goalie Cali
Burrows ring up their 2nd shutout of the weekend.
With a 3-1-0 record the CAL 8th team qualified for the Winner Bracket
of the 2021 Crimson Clash! Up next, CAL 8th took on CAL 7th for a shot
at the title game against Kammerer Middle. In a great matchup the CAL
8th team defeated the CAL 7th team 2-0 with goals from Sidney Burke
and Channing Hill to push them into the 2021 Crimson Clash championship game.
(continued on next page)
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In the first matchup of the tournament, CAL 8th faced
off against Kammerer Middle for the title of the 2021
Crimson Clash. On a super-hot and humid day at Rachel Baker Field
at Noe Middle the CAL 8th defense came to play against some of the
top offensive power in the tournament led by strong strikers from
Kammerer. Goalie Cali Burrows was outstanding for 25 minutes,
pushing and blocking shot after shot from both sides of the field. Midway through the game, CAL 8th pushed wide and up the left side to
Faith Major who drives in
and slides a shot past the
Kammerer goalie for a CAL 1-0 lead! With less than two minutes to
go in the championship game Kammerer forwards pushed down the
middle and a hard strike is blocked to the right by Cali Burrows, but
a quick rebound shot back towards the goal by Kammerer slides in to
tie the game with less than a minute to go in the game. Full time
CAL 8th 1- Kammerer 1.

At the end of regulation time,
and a tie game, the OT had to
be decided by 3 stroke shots
from both schools. In a tense
goalie fight of stroke penalty
shots, Kammerer got the best of
the day and took the lead by
scoring 2 of 3 shots, leading
Kammerer to the 2021 Crimson Clash Championship CAL 1- Kammerer 3. The CAL 8th team finishes a strong runner up with 4-1-1
record for the weekend. Congrats to our 8th grade FH team for an awesome showing in the Crimson Clash!

CLICK HERE TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE CENTURION ENEWS EACH WEEK
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CAL 7TH FIELD HOCKEY TIES FOR 3RD PLACE
IN CRIMSON CLASH
The CAL 7th Grade Field Hockey Team took the field on Friday night
playing two first round games as the 2021 Crimson Clash kicked off.
In a tough 1st round draw
CAL opened against Kammerer Middle School. The
Centurions opened the game
with aggressive attack, with multiple shots on goal, only to be
stopped by a strong Kammerer goalie. The CAL defense held
strong throughout the majority of the game when Kammerer struck
first late in the game. Kammerer connected for another late goal
with less than a minute to play to take the first game, CAL-0 –
Kammerer-2.
In the nightcap, CAL faced off against Barret Middle. The Lady
Centurions dusted of the first game loss quickly, and came out firing
on goal right out of the gate with a quick goal by Olivia Hill. Mid
way through the game, CAL right forward Gracie Willing connected
for another goal as CAL led by 2 goals. CAL defense and goalie Cali
Burrows held the Barret offensive attack throughout the evening. Finally, late in the game Right Mid Alessia Hall struck for a third goal
leading CAL to a win 3-0.
Saturday morning action saw CAL take on host Noe Middle. The 7th
grade Lady Centurions came to play on Saturday, blitzing Noe 4-0 behind solid offense with goals by Gracie Willing (2), Alessia Hall, and
McKenna Lacey. CAL defense held strong for 25 minutes, and CAL
Goalie Cali Burrows held her first shut out of the weekend.
In the second and final game
match up of the 1st round,
the Lady Centurions took
the field against Meyzeek Middle. From the sound of the whistle
the ladies pressed quickly and unrelenting the Meyzeek defense,
completely overwhelming the with quickness. Meyzeek fought
hard throughout the game, but we overmatched by the Lady Centurions scoring 10 goals, and goalie Cali Burrows adding her second shutout of the morning. This win pushed CAL into second
place in their pool, and moved on to the final four of the Crimson
Clash.
(continued on next page)
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In the first round of the final four CAL 7th were
matched up with a familiar foe CAL 8th! Both the
CAL 7th and CAL 8th reached the final four, and we finally saw the
match up of Coaches Lacy & Burke. Both teams represent CAL in
the 8th grade in regular season play, and are extremely familiar with
each other. Both squads came to play, and tension was high, with
both teams playing to strengths. CAL 8th struck first mid-way
through the game when Sidney Burke scored on a rebound shot in
the left corner. Behind the strong defense of Audrey Kuhn, Olivia
Nelson and goalie Cali Burrows, CAL 8th held back a consistent offensive attack by the 7th grade Lady Centurions. Late in the game, CAL 8th struck a final blow when Channing Hill hammered a shot just inside the circle passed goalie Kaylee Brown to seal the win CAL 8th 2- CAL
7th 0. It was a fantastic matchup between the 7th & 8th teams, congratulations to Coach Burke for taking the
win and moving on to the Crimson Clash Championship Game.
On Sunday afternoon, CAL 7th once again faced another CAL on
CAL matchup as they drew the CAL 6th grade team played in the
consolation round for third place. You read that right, another
CAL Field Hockey team dominated in their pool, and made the
final four, giving CAL 3 out of 4 teams to reach the finals. In a
matchup of talent across the field for both sides, it was a horse
race from the start to finish between these two talented groups.
Both offenses moved the
ball up the field, but were
stopped equally by stifling defenses from both teams. The 25-minute
match up between these two high octane teams ended in a 0-0 tie.
Both sides were equally matched up nicely, and the future of CAL
FH is extremely bright with this group of ladies in the 5th, 6th and 7th.
So, the CAL 7th ended the weekend with a record of 3-1-2 with a solid 3rd place finish in the 2021 Crimson Clash. Great job ladies!

Open Tues—Fri 2:30-4:00pm
Closed on Mondays

Open until 7pm for all
HOME Varsity Football Games

(502) 753-4598

CLICK HERE TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE CENTURION ENEWS EACH WEEK
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1ST & 2ND GRADE FOOTBALL

September 13, 2021
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CAL ATHLETICS

September 13, 2021

Brad Morgan, Director of Athletics 244-3225 ext. 1072 bmorgan@caschools.us
Jared McKinney, Assistant AD, 244-3225, ext 1037 jmckinney@caschools.us
George Washington, Assistant AD, 244-3225, ext 1147 glwashington@caschools.us
Cora Parker, Administrative Assistant 244-3225 ext. 1080 cparker@caschools.us
Hunter Cantwell, Scheduling Coordinator 244-3225 ext 1081 hcantwell@caschools.us
Hollie Foster, Sports Information, 244-3225 ext. 1054, hfoster@caschools.us
Trisha Pullen, Centurion Armory, 753-4598, tpullen@caschools.us
Tyler Hoffman, Athletic Trainer, trhoffman@kort.com
FALL SPORTS: HIGH SCHOOL
Cross Country— Lowery Stallings
Cheerleading—Morgan Robinson
Field Hockey—Stephanie Seeley
Football—Hunter Cantwell
Golf—Greg Zimmerer
Boys Soccer—Grant Hendrix
Girls Soccer—John Zutt
Volleyball—Paige Suttton
FALL SPORTS: MIDDLE SCHOOL
Cross Country–Allison Taylor
Cheerleading– Courtney Jackson
Field Hockey—Brad Lacy
Football—Kris Griffee
Volleyball–Juliann Parrish
Tennis Girls/Boys—Madison Rumbuc
WINTER SPORTS: HIGH SCHOOL
Archery—Jacob Killion
Boys Basketball—Aaron Hill
Girls Basketball—Cameron Pridemore
Bowling—Jeff Imlay
Esports—Phillip Salmen
Cheerleading—Morgan Robinson
Swimming—David Robinson
WINTER SPORTS: MIDDLE SCHOOL
Archery—Jacob Killion
Boys Basketball—Jonathan Keith
Girls Basketball—Doug Wilkins
Cheerleading– Courtney Jackson
Swimming—TBD
SPRING SPORTS: HIGH SCHOOL
Baseball—Michael Clark
Softball—Kyle Mullin
Boys Lacrosse—Matt Hoetker
Girls Lacrosse—Jason Curran
Boys Tennis—John O’Bryan
Girls Tennis—Madison Rumbuc
Boys/Girls Track and Field—TBD

SPRING SPORTS: MIDDLE SCHOOL
Baseball—Andrew Viola
Softball—Jeff Ashley
Boys Lacrosse—TBD
Girls Lacrosse—Eric Kovatch
Boys/Girls Golf—Justin Davis
Girls Soccer—John Zutt
Boys Soccer—TBD
Boys/Girls Track—Allison Taylor
Intramural Offerings: Grades K-5
Jared McKinney, Assistant AD, 244-3225, ext 1037, jmckinney@caschools.us

FOLLOW CAL ATHLETICS ON TWITTER @CENTURIONAD
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